SPECIAL THANKS TO THE SUPPORTERS OF THE 2017-2018 INPRINT ANNUAL FUND

Nobel Prize
Bertie Carriwright
Consuelo Dunce-Danner
Kristina and Jeff Fort
Debbie Gay
Sabria and Kevin Lewis
Louisa Stude Sarofim
Mark Wavro and Melanie Gray

MacArthur Fellowship
Robin Angly and Miles Smith
Luba and Alan Bigman
Rania and Jamal Daniel
Gwendolyn Dawson and Ba Nguyen
Martha and Richard Finger
Carolyn and Matt Henneman
Chinhui Juhn and Eudkie Allen

Pulitzer Prize
Karen and Mike Britsch
Claire and Robert Campbell
Paige Carthor
Anne and Albert Chao
Nicole E. Clark
Nicole and Evan H. Katz
Pat Lasher and Richard Jacobs
Harriet and Triett Lattimer, in honor of Lillie Robertson
Caroline and Perryn Leech
Nancy Manderson
Rebecca McDonald
Franki Neeley
Devika and Mahesh Ramchandani
Gay A. Roane
Katie Sammons and Terry Lohrenz
Barbara Friedman
Eleanor and Dan Jetton
Nancy and Whitson Etheridge
Patricia and Craig Carver
Mimi Swartz and John Wilburn
Aline D. and Collet R. Wilson

Booker Prize
Candace Huggard and Ron Restrepo
Karen and Charlie Baughn
Carolyn Russell Brock and Glen Brock
Lauren and John Calaway
Gracie and Bob Cavan
Grayson Cole and Woods Nash

Mary S. and Jack Dawson
Nancy and Whitney Etheridge
Rachel and Bud Frazer
Randi Faust and Carl Herman
Victoria and Michael Hobertz
Rebecca Grant
Therese and Scott Griffiths
Heinblinder Family Foundation
Laurel and David Isak
Sis and Harry Johnson
Caroline Kerr and Andrew Luk
Susan and Michael Lieberman
Eilene M. Loisele and Dean A. Budzard
Isabelle and Eric Mayer, in honor of Chris Bryan
Katie Padden and Rick Evans
Hinda Simon
Gay and Ron Tigner
in honor of Teal and Jeff Reamer
Molly and Coert Voorhees
Marcia West

Bestseller
Suzanne and Brian Adams
Angela and Charles Alcorn
Ingrid and Sue Bond
Robin and Richard Brooks
Suzann and Travis Broesche
Cheryl and Ed Buckingham III
Chris Cander and Tobey Foreny
Leslie and Justin Cronin
Sue and Joe Dilg
Helen Fosdick
Beatrice Mladenka Fowler and Jesse Fowler
Ceece and Mark Fowler, in honor of Karl Kilian
Barbara Friedman
Eleanor and Dan Gilliane
Maxine Goodman
Down and Abe Graeinstein
Alison de Lima Greene
in honor of Misty Marin
Patricia Hunk Holmes
Patricia P. Hubbard
Ann and Thomas Kelsey
Sheryl Kolasinski
Andrea and Bob Lapsey
Victoria and Marshall Lightman
Sarah and John Loudermilk
Teresita Monats
Christina and Steve Morse
Trey Peacock
Emilie Peters, in honor of Robin Angly
Christina Petersen and John Dibnaise
Fairfax and Risher Randall, in memory of Margaret Brown
Macey and Harry Reasoner
Doxia Rudley
Beverly and Ellis Rudy

Frank Rynd
Nancy and John Sherwood
Doreen Stoller and Dan Piette
Mimi Swartz and John Wilburn
Aline D. and Collet R. Wilson
Yardbird Hunting Club, in honor of Katherine Bowdoin Bartheline

Manuscript
Alyne Assunto
Stephanie Babbs
Julie Barry
Katharine Bowdoin Bartheline
Jeanne and Paul Blanchard
Bridget Bray
Ellen and Michael Brotman
Patricia and Craig Carver
Ginger Clarkson and Mark Ryan
in honor of Marilyn Jones
Robin and Tony Davidson, in memory of Sue M. Farr
Teresa Demchak
Terrence Doody
Madeleine Davie, in honor of Alice Cary Alsup
Susan and Robert Hawkins
Mary and Jim Henderson
Mary and Wyman Herendeen
Vicki Hoff and Eric Boerwinkle
Madeleine Gallery Hussey
Isabella Jade
Charlotte and Everett Land
Rhea Lawson
Marianne and Donald Marcus
Bob Milbrett
John Milkeriet
Susan and Mike Murphy
David Porta
Shelley and Jim Rice
Sally and Charles Roberts, in memory of Susan Hilary Roberts
Shirley Rose
John Rovers
David Ruiz
Bapsi and Noshir Sidhwa
Karen Schneider
Bryan Scriver
Varsha Shah
Emily and Conan Shearers, in honor of Suzanne and Jamie McCarthy/Barbara and Louis Sklar
Sandi Stromberg and William Turner
Karen Strupp
Linda Susman
Nancy and Peter Thompson
Ellie and Jon Tocz
Dayton and Sara Voorhees
Kit and Rufus Wallingford
Susie and Joe Dilg
in memory of Suzanne and Jamie McCarthy/Barbara and Louis Sklar
Anna Wingfield